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! The relational model is based on the concept of a 
relation or table.  

! An example of a relation:
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Relational Model - Recap

Name Home Field Coach
Rangers Runnymede CI Tarvo Sinervo
Ducks Humber Public Maeve Mahar
Choppers High Park Tom Cole 

Teams

! Schema: definition of the structure of the relation.  
! Instance: data in the relation.



Terminology

! relation (table) 
! attribute (column) 

Optionally, we can specify that attributes have 
domains; like types in a programming language 

! tuple (row)  
! arity of a relation: number of attributes (columns) 
! cardinality of a relation: number of tuples (rows)
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Name Home Field Coach
Rangers Runnymede CI Tarvo Sinervo
Ducks Humber Public Maeve Mahar
Choppers High Park Tom Cole 
Crullers WTCS Anna Liu

Teams



Terminology

! superkey: a set of one or more attributes whose 
combined values are unique:  
– I.e., no two tuples can have the same values  

on all of these attributes. 
! key: a minimal superkey.
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Name Home Field Coach
Rangers Runnymede CI Tarvo Sinervo
Ducks Humber Public Maeve Mahar
Choppers High Park Tom Cole 
Crullers WTCS Anna Liu

Teams



Name Home Field Coach
Rangers Runnymede CI Tarvo Sinervo

Ducks Humber Public Maeve Mahar

Foreign Keys

! Relations often refer to each other. 
! The referring attribute is called a foreign key 

because it refers to an attribute that is a key in 
another table. 

! Games[Home Team] ⊆ Teams[Name] 5

Teams

Games Home team Away team Home goals Away goals
Rangers Ducks 3 0
Ducks Choppers 1 1
Rangers Choppers 4 2



! For now, we assume a relation is a set of tuples, 
which means: 

– there can be no duplicate tuples  
– order of the tuples doesn't matter 
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Relations are sets



Relational Algebra (RA) Basics  
(covered by your week 2 Prep)



! We would like to use relations to store and query 
data. 

! We would like to learn how to use SQL to  
– define a database’s structure,  
– put data in it, and  
– write queries on it. 

! First we’ll learn how to write queries in relational 
algebra. 
– Relational algebra is the foundation for SQL. 
– Other important concepts, like query optimization, 

are defined in terms of RA.
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Why do we learn Relational Algebra?



Elementary Algebra
! You did algebra in high school 

• 27y2 + 8y - 3 
! Operands: 

! Operators: 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Relational Algebra
! Operands: tables 
! Operators: 

• choose only the rows you want  
• choose only the columns you want 
• combine tables 
• and a few other things
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A schema for our examples

Movies(mID, title, director, year, length) 
Artists(aID, aName, nationality) 
Roles(mID, aID, character) 

Foreign key constraints: 
–Roles[mID] ⊆ Movies[mID] 
–Roles[aID] ⊆ Artists[aID]
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Select: choose rows
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! Notation: σc(R) 
– R is a table. 
– Condition c is a boolean expression. 
– It can use comparison operators and boolean operators 
– The operands are either constants or attributes of R. 

! The result is a relation 
– with the same schema as the operand 
– but with only the tuples that satisfy the condition 



! Solve the first two questions in the handout: 
– Write queries to find: 

• All British actors 
• All movies from the 1970s 

– What if we only want the names of all British actors? 

! We need a way to pare down the columns.
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Exercise



Project: choose columns
! Notation: π L (R) 

– R is a table. 
– L is a subset (not necessarily a proper subset) of the 

attributes of R. 
! The result is a relation 

– with all the tuples from R 
– but with only the attributes in L, and in that order
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Project and duplicates
! Projecting onto fewer attributes can remove what 

it was that made two tuples distinct. 
! Wherever a project operation might “introduce” 

duplicates, only one copy of each is kept. 
! Example: 
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name age
Karim 20
Ruth 18
Minh 20
Sofia 19
Jennifer 19
Sasha 20

age
20
18
19

People πage People



Exercise

! Solve questions 3 and 4 in the handout: 
– Find the names of all directors of movies from the 

1970s. 
– Find all movie names which are longer than 120 

minutes. 

! Now, suppose we want the names of all characters 
in movies from the 1970s.   

! We need to be able to combine tables.
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Cartesian product of two relations



Cartesian Product
! Notation: R1 x R2 
! The result is a relation with  

– every combination of a tuple from R1  
concatenated to a tuple from R2 

! Its schema is every attribute from R1 followed by 
every attribute of R2, in order. 

! If an attribute occurs in both relations, it occurs 
twice in the result (prefixed by relation name)
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ID Name
Oprah Oprah Winfrey
ginab Gina Bianchini 

a b
Oprah ev
edyson ginab
ginab ev
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profiles: follows:

ID Name a b
Oprah Oprah Winfrey Oprah ev
Oprah Oprah Winfrey edyson ginab
Oprah Oprah Winfrey ginab ev

ginab Gina Bianchini Oprah ev
ginab Gina Bianchini edyson ginab
ginab Gina Bianchini ginab ev

profiles X follows:

Example of Cartesian product



Exercise - Cartesian Product
! Solve question 5 in the handout 

– How many tuples are in Movies x Roles?
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Cartesian product can be 
inconvenient
! It can introduce nonsense tuples. 
! You can get rid of them with selects. 
! But this is so highly common, an operation was 

defined to make it easier: natural join.
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Joining two relations



Natural Join
! Notation: R ⋈ S 
! The result is formed by 

– taking the Cartesian product 
– select to ensure equality on attributes that are in both 

relations (determined by name) 
– projecting to remove duplicate attributes.
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ID Name
Oprah Oprah Winfrey
ginab Gina Bianchini 

ID b
Oprah ev
edyson ginab
ginab ev
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profiles: follows:

ID Name b
Oprah Oprah Winfrey ev
ginab Gina Bianchini ev

profiles ⋈ follows:

Example of Natural Join



Examples of Natural Join
! The following examples show what natural join 

does when the tables have: 
– no attributes in common 
– one attribute in common 
– a different attribute in common 

! (Note that we change the attribute names for 
relation follows to set up these scenarios.)  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profiles: follows:

profiles ⋈ follows:

ID Name
Oprah Oprah Winfrey
ginab Gina Bianchini 

a b
Oprah ev
edyson ginab
ginab ev

ID Name a b
Oprah Oprah Winfrey Oprah ev
Oprah Oprah Winfrey edyson ginab
Oprah Oprah Winfrey ginab ev

ginab Gina Bianchini Oprah ev
ginab Gina Bianchini edyson ginab
ginab Gina Bianchini ginab ev
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profiles: follows:

profiles ⋈ follows:
TextText

(The redundant ID 
column is omitted in 
the result)

ID Name
Oprah Oprah Winfrey
ginab Gina Bianchini 

ID b
Oprah ev
edyson ginab
ginab ev

ID Name ID b
Oprah Oprah Winfrey Oprah ev
Oprah Oprah Winfrey edyson ginab
Oprah Oprah Winfrey ginab ev

ginab Gina Bianchini Oprah ev
ginab Gina Bianchini edyson ginab
ginab Gina Bianchini ginab ev
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profiles: follows:

profiles ⋈ follows:
TextText

(The redundant ID 
column is omitted in 
the result)

ID Name
Oprah Oprah Winfrey
ginab Gina Bianchini 

a ID
Oprah ev
edyson ginab
ginab ev

ID Name a ID
Oprah Oprah Winfrey Oprah ev
Oprah Oprah Winfrey edyson ginab
Oprah Oprah Winfrey ginab ev

ginab Gina Bianchini Oprah ev
ginab Gina Bianchini edyson ginab
ginab Gina Bianchini ginab ev



Properties of Natural Join
! Commutative: 

     R ⋈ S = S ⋈ R 
(although attribute order may vary) 

! Associative: 
     R ⋈ (S ⋈ T) = (R ⋈ S) ⋈ T 

! So when writing n-ary joins, brackets are irrelevant.  
We can just write: 
     R1 ⋈ R2 ⋈  . . .  ⋈ Rn
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Questions
1. How many tuples are in Artists × Roles? 

2.How many tuples are in Artists ⋈ Roles? 
3.Exercise 7 in the handout: 

–What is the result of: 
     πaName σdirector=”Kubrick” (Artists ⋈ Roles ⋈ Movies) 

4.What is the result of: 
    πaName ((σdirector=”Kubrick” Artists) ⋈ Roles ⋈ Movies)
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Special cases for natural join



No tuples match

Employee Dept
Vista Sales
Kagani Production
Tzerpos Production 

Dept Head
HR Boutilier
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Employees: Departments:



Exactly the same attributes
Artist Name
9132 William Shatner
8762 Harrison Ford
5555 Patrick Stewart
1868 Angelina Jolie

Artist Name
1234 Brad Pitt
1868 Angelina Jolie
5555 Patrick Stewart
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Artists:

Actors:



! Natural join bases the matching on attribute names. 
! What if two attributes have the same name, but we 

don’t want them to have to match? 
! Example: if Artists used “name” for actors’ names 

and Movies used “name” for movies’ names. 
– Can rename one of them (we’ll see how). 
– Or?
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Natural join can “over-match”



! What if two attributes don’t have the same name 
and we do want them to match? 

! Example: Suppose we want Artists.aName and 
director to match. 

! Solution?
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Natural join can “under-match”



Theta Join



Theta Join
! It’s common to use σ to check conditions after a 

Cartesian product. 
! Theta Join makes this easier. 
! Notation: R ⋈condition S 
! The result is  

– the same as Cartesian product (not natural join!) 
followed by select. 

! In other words, R ⋈condition S = σcondition (R × S). 
! The word “theta” has no special connotation. 

It is an artifact of a definition in an early paper.
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! You save just one symbol. 
! You still have to write out the conditions, since 

they are not inferred. 

! Exercise: 
– Solve question 8 in the handout.
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Summary
Operation Name Symbol

choose rows select      σ

choose columns project      π

combine tables

cartesian product      ×

natural join ⋈

theta join ⋈condition

outer joins
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Outer Joins



Dangling tuples
! If a tuple in one relation has no match in the other, 

natural join leaves that tuple out. 
! Example schema: 

– People(phone, name, address) 
– Donations(phone, charity, amount, date)   

• phone is a foreign key referencing People. 
! What if someone has made no donations? 
! Natural join leaves out those tuples, but you may 

want them. 
! Outer Join leaves those tuples in, padding them 

with nulls where no value actually exists.
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Outer Join
! The schema of outer join is the same as the schema of 

natural join. 
! Three variants: 

– Left Outer Join: The set of all combinations of tuples 
in two relations that are equal on their common 
attribute names (natural join) in addition to tuples in 
left hand side relation that have no matching tuples in 
the other relation padded with null values. 

– Right Outer Join: pad only right operand 
– Full Outer Join: pad both operands 
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Left Outer Join
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Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Harry 3415 Finance George

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

George 3401 IT NULL

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

DeptName Manager

Finance George

Sales Harriet

Production Charles

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 IT

Harriet 2202 Sales

Employee Department

Employee ⟕ Department



Right Outer Join
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Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Harry 3415 Finance George

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

NULL NULL Production Charles

DeptName Manager

Finance George

Sales Harriet

Production Charles

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 IT

Harriet 2202 Sales

Employee Department

Employee ⟖ Department



Full Outer Join
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Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Harry 3415 Finance George

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

George 3401 IT NULL

NULL NULL Production Charles

DeptName Manager

Finance George

Sales Harriet

Production Charles

Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Harry 3415 Finance George

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

George 3401 IT George

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

Employee Department

Employee ⟗ Department



Composing larger expressions 



Precedence
! Expressions can be composed recursively. 

– σ (R × S) 
! Parentheses and precedence rules define the order 

of evaluation. 
! Precedence, from highest to lowest, is: 

   σ, π, ρ 
    ×, ⋈  
    ∩  
    ∪, − 

! Unless very sure, use brackets! 
! Make sure attributes match as you wish.   

– It helps to annotate each subexpression, showing the 
attributes of its resulting relation. 48



! Complex nested expressions can be hard to read. 
! One alternative solution is to use 

–Sequences of assignment statements.
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Breaking down expressions



Assignment operator
! Notation:    

     R := Expression  
! Alternate notation:    

     R(A1, ..., An) := Expression 
– Lets you name all the attributes of the new relation 
– Sometimes you don’t want the name they would get 

from Expression. 
! R must be a temporary variable, not one of the 

relations in the schema. 
– You are not updating the content of a relation!
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! Example: 
–Temp1 := Q × R 
–Temp2 := σ a=99 (Temp1) × S 
–Answer(part, price) := π b,c (Temp2) 

! Whether / how small to break things down is up to 
you.  It’s all for readability. 

! Assignment helps us break a problem down 
! It also allows us to change the names of relations 

[and attributes]. 
! There is another way to rename things ...
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Rename operation
! Notation: ρR1(R2) 
! Alternate notation:   ρR1(A1, ..., An)(R2) 

–Lets you rename all the attributes as well as the 
relation. 

! Note that these are equivalent: 
   R1(A1, ..., An) := R2 
   R1 := ρR1(A1, ..., An) (R2) 

! ρ is useful if you want to rename within an 
expression. 

! Example: R1 := ρR1(A1, ..., An) (R2) X R3
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Summary of operators
Operation Name Symbol
choose rows select      σ
choose columns project      π

combine tables

cartesian product      ×
natural join ⋈

theta join ⋈condition

outer joins
rename relation  
[and attributes]

rename      ρ

assignment assignment      :=
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“Syntactic sugar”
! Some operations are not necessary.  

– You can get the same effect using a combination of other 
operations. 

! Examples: natural join, theta join. 
! We call this “syntactic sugar”. 
! This concept also comes up in logic and 

programming languages.
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Set Operations



Set operations

! Because relations are sets, we can use set 
intersection, union and difference. 

! But only if the operands are relations over the same 
attributes (in number, name, and order). 

! If the names or order mismatch?
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Set Operations
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Name ID

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E 5

Name ID

A 1

C 4

D 3

E 5

Name ID

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E 5

C 4

D 3

T1 T2 T1 ∪ T2

Name ID

A 1

E 5

T1 ∩ T2

Name ID

B 2

C 3

D 4

T1 - T2

What is T1 and T2 do not 
have the same schema?



Relational algebra wrap-up



RA is procedural
! An RA query itself suggests a procedure for 

constructing the result  
(i.e., how one could implement the query). 

! We say that it is “procedural.”
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Expression Trees

! Leaves are relations. 
! Interior nodes are operators. 
! Exactly like representing arithmetic expressions as 

trees. 

! If interested, see Ullman and Widom, section 
2.4.10.
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+

7

*

x

3

3 + 7 * x



Expression Tree - Example

! Movies(mID, title, director, year, length) 
! Artists(aID, aName, Nationality) 
! Roles(mID, aID, character)
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Artists Movies

X

σdirector = aName

πaName

! The name of actors that have 
directed a movie?

! πaName (σdirector = aName (Artists X Movies))

! Query plan



Evaluating queries
! Any problem has multiple RA solutions. 

– Each solution suggests a “query execution plan”. 
– Some may seem more efficient. 

! But in RA, we won’t care about efficiency; it’s an 
algebra. 

! In a DBMS, queries actually are executed, and 
efficiency matters. 
– Which query execution plan is most efficient  

depends on the data in the database and what indices 
you have.  

– Fortunately, the DBMS optimizes our queries. 
– We can focus on what we want, not how to get it.
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! We will learn more complicated RA queries in 
the next lecture.
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